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Sharing….
Growth and change are natural parts of life. We have two choices in this life,
either embrace it or fight it. At Jefferson Landscaping, even though at times it
may be painful, we choose to grow. Like the vegetables in our gardens that
are taking root this month, we are growing, blooming and nurturing in this time
of new beginnings. We choose to grow and learn through life’s daily chaos,
through the twists and turns at every corner. We continue to open up our
windows and allow the sun to shine bright. We share our joy and our sorrow
because by doing this we are opening our hearts to the changes that come as
we evolve to be better in both our personal and professional lives. We
recently had to make some tough decisions and Resa is no longer with
Jefferson Landscaping. We have strived to make this transition completely
transparent and anticipate coming through it with better systems in place to
enhance your experience. We love what we do and being of service!
We hope that in your time of transformation your joys are multiplied and your
sorrows divided.
“Love only grows by
sharing. You can only
have more for yourself by
giving it away to others."
-Brian Tracy

“Strength and growth
come only through
continuous effort and
struggle."
-Napoleon Hill

June Fun Facts

In the Northern hemisphere, the
beginning of the meteorological
summer is 1 June. In the Southern
hemisphere, the beginning of the
meteorological winter is 1 June.
June is known for the large number of
marriages that occur over the course
of the month. According to one
etymology, June is named after Juno
(Hera). Juno was the goddess of
“Life is change. Growth marriage and a married couple's
household, so some consider it good
is optional choose
luck to be married in this month. June
wisely."
Birthdays claim two birthstones: pearl
-Karen Kaiser Clark
and alexandrite, both represent
loyalty and friendship.
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What’s Growing on...
News & Noteworthy
Our new Operations Manager, Tim
Sherschel brings a wealth of
knowledge and experience along
with a warmth and sense of followthrough that reflects the values within
our company. He is a certified
Arborist and like Jeff, is nationally
recognized for being Landscape
Industry Certified, ecoPRO and State
certified for Ornamental Weed
control. He can be reached at 206619-9993 or via email at
tim@jeffersonlandscaping.com. You
can schedule a time to formally meet,
or just say hi when you see him out
with your crew.
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